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Fluke 902 FC True-rms HVAC Clamp Meter takes Gold 

Award at ACHR-The News Awards 

 

EVERETT, Wash., July 19, 2016 – The Fluke® 902 FC True-rms HVAC Clamp Meter has 

won the Gold Award in the Testing and Monitoring Products category in the 13th annual 

Dealer Design Awards sponsored by The Air Conditioning Heating & Refrigeration News 

(ACHR-The News) magazine. The awards were chosen by an independent panel of HVAC 

contractors. 

“The 902 FC Clamp Meter was designed specifically to improve the productivity of HVAC 

contractors in the field,” said Paul de la Port, Fluke Vice President and General Manager, 

Industrial Products. “To be judged the best testing and monitoring product by HVAC 

contractors is truly an honor.” 

The rugged CAT III 600V / CAT IV 300V rated Fluke 902 FC performs the essential 

measurements of HVAC systems — microamps for testing pilot light sensors, resistance up 

to 60 kilohms, AC current, AC/DC voltage, capacitance and contact temperature — 

eliminating the need to carry multiple tools. Its small body is easy to hold and the jaw fits 

perfectly in tight work spaces. 

As part of Fluke Connect® — the industry’s largest system of software and more than 40 

wireless test tools — the 902 FC can transmit measurements to a smartphone or tablet for 

later, detailed analysis. Those measurements can be uploaded to the cloud. Technicians can 

combine measurement data from multiple Fluke Connect test tools to create and share reports 

from the job site via email and collaborate in real time with other colleagues with 

ShareLive™ video calls or email, increasing productivity in the field.* 
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The wireless clamp meter also decreases the frequency that technicians will need to wear 

personal protective equipment when working on high voltage/current panels. Simply turn off 

the panel, verify the panel is deenergized using standard safety procedures, place the clamp 

and sync it to a smartphone with the Fluke Connect app, close the panel, reenergize it, and 

take measurements from a safe distance.   

For more information on the Fluke 902 FC True-RMS HVAC Clamp Meter, visit: 

www.fluke.com/902fc. 

Fluke Corporation 

For information on Fluke tools and applications, or to find the location of a distributor, 

contact Fluke Corporation, P.O. Box 9090, Everett, WA USA 98206, call (800) 44-FLUKE 

(800-443-5853), fax (425) 446-5116, e-mail fluke-info@fluke.com or visit the Fluke Web 

site at www.fluke.com. 

About Fluke 

Founded in 1948, Fluke Corporation is the world leader in compact, professional electronic 

test tools. Fluke customers are technicians, engineers, electricians, and metrologists who 

install, troubleshoot and manage industrial, electrical and electronic equipment and 

calibration processes.  

# # # 

Fluke is a registered trademark of Fluke Corporation. The names of actual companies and 

products mentioned herein may be the trademarks of their respective owners. For more 

information, visit the Fluke website. 
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